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Abstract
High Density Plasma (HDP) oxide was examined as the

gafi fiUing material of 'shallbw 
Trench Isolation (STI).

Plasma damage and impurity durin$ the deposition process
were analvzed

Si-defects generate{ duri4g the STI and the subsequent
processes were minimized- by effectivelv suDDresslns
mechanical stress development with the help of a'thin Sit{
film under the HDP oxidei.

HDp cvD oxide t' olt3illtl'fl|r??. widely considered as
an STI filling material in deep srlb-micron devices [llt2l.

However, we are concerned about the applicatio:n'of HDp
oxide to STI for the potential danger of t66 plasma damage
and the metallic ion cbntaminationty the high density natuie
of the plasma.

In the mean time, as shown in Fie. l, devices which have
the HDP oxide filled trenches hlve' shown dislocations
accompanying with the short circuited failures and hieh
lunction leakage-. This suggests that the substrate Si
somehow takes heavy stress during and subsequent STI
process by the filling of HDP oxidE. We investieated the
causes of the stress and tried to find a solution to -minimize
the stress.

A. P tasma Damase 
":"il:;;fr?X,'irru",Plasma damage- was iridirectlv monitored bv the

measurement of flasma charge voltlage in bare wafei. The
level of impuiity contam-ination was measured bv
G.F(Graphite Furnabe)-AAS and C-V plot before and aftei
bias-temperafu re stressing.

B. Stress and Defect Issues
Stress hysteresis curves were obtained to see how much

stress the Si substrate is experiencing during the
densification of the filled HDP oxide. Same" analvses were
also performed with the 03 TEOS based Undoped Silicate
Glass (USG) as a reference. After analyzinsJhe c'ause5of the
high defect density with the HDP; we- adopted a new
structure [3] which has a 5 nm thin SiN liner before the HDp
oxide filling. we evaluated device characteristics of this newSTI strucfure. Process conditions regarding STI is
summarized in table l.

A P tasma o,^*t)2y:r?#XP;#i,X?:l
We performed d preliminary evaluation of the olasma

damage bf HDP oxide process. Fis,. 2 shows that contenffic
distribution of plasma-potential [Vp). The averaee Vn is
0.496 V and the non-irniformiry rebresented bv" (Vmax-
Vmin) is 0.07V, which is much lbwef level than fhai of the
conventional dry etching or photoresist ashine. GF-AAS
analysis shows that HDFoxidei has similar conc'entration of
the elements with USG (Fie. 3), and C-V curve shows no
shift before and after streisi[e in'HDp oxide and USG (Fie.
4), which. means that thdre is no significant metEl
contamination.

B. Stress and Defect Issues

The stress hysteresis of the HDP oxide (Fie.5) shows a
much lower peak tensile sffess. which can'be- a' cause of
defects formdtion[4], than that'of the as-deposited USG.
Despite the lower strtss level durine the thermdl cvcle. manv
Si d-efects have been observed in thd STI with HDp oxide.

Fig. 6 and 7 show the transistor off-current and the
iunction leakage current with the HDP oxide filled STI and
the USG fillecl STI. The transistor off current and iunction
leakage current with the HDP oxide is hieher than that with
the LISG case, which means more defecis are senerated in
the HDP oxide. However, no defect was detecte? even with
the HDP oxide filled STI in the case that oxidation stens
following STI (e.e. sacrificial oxidation and sate etih
damage curing oiidation) were skipped. This mean"s that the
main cause of defects generation- in the HDP oxide is
oxidation-induced stress. -

Fig. 8 (a) depicts drain saturation current (ldsat) of
NMOS transistors- with filline materials. The Ids'.at of the
HDP oxide decreased to 93 -%o compared with the USG,
which was due to reduction of active' size. Comparine thd
active size of HDP oxide filled STI with that of the IJSG
filled STI in Fie. 8 (b), the active size of HDP oxide was
reduced to about 92 o/o for USG.

From these results, it is supposed that oxidation rate of
the HDP oxide filled STI aldng the trench sidewall is
somewhat higher than that of USG filled STI and hence the
active size was reduced more and oxidation-induced defects
yqre g.enerated in STI with the HDP oxide filling. However,
it is still uncertain why the oxidation rate increases throueli
HDP-oxide. To preveirt defect generation, a thin SiN lin-er
was formed as rixidation blockine layer in trench sidewall
before HDP oxide deposition. As shown Fis. 9. the transistor
off-current was kept in low level and -no- etch-oit was
observed after SECCO etchine. Thin SiN liner seemed to
effectively suppress funher sFess seneration with the STI
sidewall oxicldtion during the slveral oxidation steps
followine STI process.

On The other hand, the distribution of gate oxide
break-down voltage (Fig. l0) shows its best condition with
900 C densification regardiess of the liner. It is believed to
be because of the smooth profile of gate polv-Si at the trench
top corner with the low dehsificatioritemper'ature [5].

Conclusions
, From the experiments, _ryg _shoryqd thu! plasma damage

and impurity leVel during HDP oxide fillin^g process were
low.

The cause of defects formation with the HDP filled STI
was higher. . oxidation rate along the trench sidewall
compared with the USG filled STI.

We developed a new STI filline method bv addine the
SiN liner befor-e the HDP oxide filliig, and exc-ellent d6vice
characteristics were obtained.
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Table l. Process conditions.

Process Thickness

Pad Oxide l1 nm

Active SiN 250 nm

Trerdr Depth 600 nm

Trerdr Sidewall Ox. 24 nm

HDP Oxide 600 nm

PTEOS Oxide 400 nm

Densification (e00 c)
CMP

Fig. 1 Plain SEM view of a
device after SECCO etching.
Dislocations are seen as etchins
pit in the field region (Anowsi.

Fig. 2 Wafer map of plasma charge voltage (Vp) after
deposition.
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Fig. 6 Offcurert distributions of NMOS transistorwith filling materials
measuredat Vd:3.3 V and Vs:Vg:Vb:OV. (Cell transistoranay @300 ea)
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Fig. 7 N+/P junction leakage currents with filling materials measured at
4Y.
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Impurity concentration of various oxides by GF-AAS analysis.
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(a) Drain saturation current of (b) Active size with STI filling
NMOS transistormeasuredat materials.
Vd=Vg:3.3 V, Vs:Vb:0 V (Original drawing size was 1

Fig. 8 Drain saturation current of NMOS transistor and active
with filling materials.
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Fig. 9 Offrtrrert distridution of NMOS transistors with and without
SiN liner and Secco etched plain view SEM profile with SiN liner. No
defect was detected
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Fig. 10 Gate oxide breakdown characteristics and
poly-Si deposition.
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(a) HDP oxide filling STI
Fig. 4 C-V characteristics after B-T (Bais-Tenperature) stressing.
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q. 5 Stress hysteresis of oxide films as a function of substrate tenpemture.
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